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INTRODUCTION 
By a change of variable, the classical Weierstrass approximation theorem 
can be stated as follows. 
THEOREM (Weierstrass). Suppose j’ is a real valued continuous function 
OH 10, co). f(x) euz (,a > 0) has a finite limit at x = co and I: > 0. Then there 
correspond real numbers co,.... c,, such that 
Our main result. Theorem II (see Section 2) asserts that an analogue of 
the above version of the Weierstrass theorem is obtained when the functions 
e -U-’ are replaced by the principal solutions e,(x). The function e,(.u), for 
p > Q”‘, is defined as the solution of 
21” = (q(x) + p’)u. u(0) = 1. u( cc ) = 0 
( 
u’(x) = 2:; u(s)). 
Principal solutions are discussed in [ 1. p. 355 1. We assume that q(.~) is a 
real valued continuous function on 0 < x c CC and that sup ~ q(x)1 = Q < cc. 
The existence of e, is guaranteed by Lemma 1.1. More precisely. our density 
theorem asserts that an approximation 
where /z = (,u’ + Q)‘!‘. is possible for each real valued continuous f on IO. cc) 
which is o(emUX) as .Y --t co. We know of no other papers that investigate the 
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density of the linear span of a class of principal solutions. The question of 
completeness of eigenfunctions of Sturm-Liouville problems has been exten- 
sively investigated. but this question is only remotely related to our problem. 
As a major step in the proof of the density theorem. we obtain Theorem I. 
which is a representation theorem for e u: it asserts that e, can be represented 
in the form 
y,e,(x) = em”” + K(x, s) e u’ ds 
for a certain K which depends on CJ but not on P (;I~ is a positive constant). 
Marcenko 12, Lemma 1.1.1 1 obtains a similar representation in a different 
setting by clever use of an identity that frees K from the parameter ,u. The 
use of an analogous identity is a major step in our proof. 
I. THE REPRESENTATION THEOREM 
In this section we establish the existence and elementary properties of the 
principal solutions e, in Lemma 1.1 and we prove the representation theorem 
for e,. Theorem I. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let q(x) be a real valued continuous function on 0 < x < co 
such that Q = sup lq(x)l (x > 0) is finite. For each ,u > Q”‘. the boundar), 
value problem 
u” = (q + ,u2)u, u(0) = 1, u(m)=0 
has a unique solution, which we denote by e,(x), 0 < x < 00. Furthermore, (i) 
e,,(x) > 0, (ii) e:(x) < 0, and (iii) e,,(x) = O(ePr-‘) as x + 0~) for each 0 < r < 
(,u* ~ Q)‘;*. 
The proof of the lemma will be based on the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose P(x) is a real valued continuous function on 
0 <x < CO such that P(x) > 0. Zf u” = Pu, u(O) = 1, u’(0) = 1, then (i) 
u’(s) > 1, (ii) u(x) > 1 + X, (iii) 1,” (I/u*(x)) dx < CC and (iv) u’(x) is 
nondecreasing. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let P, u be as in Lemma 1.2 and let u,,(x) = 
u(x) I‘.: (l/u*(t)) dt. Then (i) u(, is a solution of u” = Pu, (ii) U”(X) > 0, (iii) 
u{,(x) < 0 and (iv) U&C) < (1 + x)/u(x). 
For Lemma 1.3. (i)-(iii) are easily verified. For (iv), first note that U(X) - 
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u(O) = .I; u’(t) ~1, ,< U’(S). since U’ 15 nondecreasing. Thus, u,,(x) c (u(0) i 
.w’(s)) ,i: (l/u’) dt < (1 i-x) u’(s) .I’.: (1,‘~‘) dt < (1 c .u) .I‘: (u’,‘u’) dr = 
( I + s)iu(s). 
Now to prove Lemma 1. I we let u and u,, be defined as above for P 
q + ,u’. We define e,,(.~) as (u,,(O)) ’ U,,(S). It is easily shown that for each 
0 c r < (u‘ Q)’ ‘. U(.Y) 3 (I t r) cl‘, 2r- -t (I‘ 1) e “!21.. since q +,u’ > r’ 
The lemma nav. follows from Lemma I ..i. 
THEOKFM I. Ler q. Q attd t),, be as in Letntna I. 1. There exist.\ a 
f’uncriotl K(.Y. s) l\‘hich sar / (,I: ies the ,fi,llorcYtq condiriotls. 
(1) K(s, s) is real calued and conrinuous ot? 0 < .Y. s c CD. 
(2) K(.u. s) = 0 fbr .Y -, s. 
(3 ) f-or !I ) Q’ ’ atrd u cuttfitluuus atzd O(e “‘): (i) ihe inlegral L’(s) : 
,I’{ K(s. s) u(s) ~1s conl~erges ahsolutel!, .fi)r each .Y 2 0. (ii ) 1‘ is coniinuous. 
(iii) sup r(.Y)i e”’ < C sup, ,/) u(.r)i f+‘. Itshere a 7 (,u’ Q)’ ’ atld C = (I 
lQ/2,uu(,u -t (.u’ Q)’ ‘)I) ‘. 
(4) F’or ,u XJ Q’ ‘. 
;lue,,(x) =: c I(.’ t- 
1, 
’ K(s, s) e u’ ds. 
,IAere ;I, is a tlonzero constanf kc’hich depends on ,u. 
If we combine (iii) and (iv) of the theorem. we get the following corollary. 
which strengthens (iii) of Lemma 1. I. 
COROLLARY 1.1. For ,u > Q’ I. e,(x) is O(e “‘) as .Y --I CD. where (1 
(pu: -.. Q)’ ?, 
Proof oj’ Theorem I. For any complex number ,u. the Volterra integral 
equation 
u(s) = ae IL’ t bP + y (2p) ‘(CA”” ” --e II” “)q(t) u(t)dt 
i (I 
has a unique solution which is also the unique solution of the initial value 
problem 
Ii” E (q t ,u2)u, u(0) 1 u -* h. u’(0) = ,uu t,ub. 
From now on we let ,U > Q’ ‘. Thus. 
eu(.u) = a, e “‘+b eU.V+ ’ u (2,~) ‘(e”” ” e ’ ” ” ) y(f) e@(l) dr. ( 1.1 ) 
0 
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where 
a,th,=l. 
-,~a,, t,ub, =e;(O). 
Since the integral jhx e “‘q(t) e,(t) dt converges absolutely. we can rewrite 
Eq. (1.1) as 
e,(x) = a, e w + e”I b, + (2,~)~’ ’ emu’q(t) e,(t) dt 
c I 0 1 
~ Piu)m ' j,: e -u’-t ~“q(t) e,,(t) dt. (1.2) 
The term in Eq. (1.2) that is a constant multiple of cur must be 0 since all 
other terms in the equation tend to 0 as x tends to co. Thus. 
a,= 1 pb,, 
b, = - 
I 
’ (2,~~’ em”‘q(t) e,(t) dt, 
0 
e,(s) = a, e gx ~ 
I ,: (2Pu) -' e 
u’x “q(l) e,(t) dt. 
Let K, denote the kernel 
(1.3) 
K,(x, t) = (2,~)~’ emLIld-~“q(t), 0G.u. t<co, 
I?-, the corresponding operator on functions, and /(I?, 11 the operator norm for 
the function space L, [ 0, co). It is known that for a general continuous kernel 
K. 
I/ I?11 = sup [” / K(x. s)l d-x 
( Jo 
(s z 0). 
From this, Eq. (I .3) and the fact that le,(x)i < I. we conclude that 
a, > 1 ~ Q/2p’ > f 
(a,) ’ e,(x) = e ux + \‘, (-l)“(R,)n em”“. ,u > Q”‘, 
(1.4) 
rr 
where the series converges in the form of L,IO. co). 
We will now obtain the kernel K of the theorem by showing that 
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(lq )” e Li’ = .I‘<- K,,(.u, s) e LO ds for some K,, (independent of ,u) and then 
defining K as 1 (~ I )‘I K,, ()I = I, 2 ,... ). For 11 = 1. 2 . . . . . 
where the integration is over the set t, 3 0, j = I . . . . . II. If we use the formula 
,u “e uh = (‘(n) ’ f (s h)” ’ e 
i 
u’ ds, h 3 0. IT = I. 2 ,.... 
h 
then the right side of Eq. (1.5) becomes 
2 “1 [(‘@II ‘ I,., ,,,,*,,,-, i(s- I .~--t,/+~~~+t,I)” ‘e “‘ds] 
x y(t,) ‘.. q(t,,) dt, .‘. dt,,. (1.6) 
We define K,(x, s) as the kernel obtained by formally interchanging the 
order of integration in (1.6); that is, we define K, as follows. For s ,< s, 
K,,(.L s) = (2”f(n)) ’ j Is (lx --. t,,! + .‘. i f,)l” ’ 
1 L/ 
x q(t,) ... s(t,,) dt, ... dt,,, 
where T, , is the set of n-tuples (t, ,..., t,) such that (i) s 3 ox ~~ f,, 1 
~ t,, ~ 1, I I ‘t ... + t, and (ii) t, > 0 ,..., t,, > 0; and, for .Y > s. K,,(x, s) = 0. 
We need the following properties of K,,. 
LEMMA 1.4. (i) K,,(x, s) is continuous. 
(ii) K,(x, s) = 0 for s > s. 
(iii) (I?‘,)” e u-Y = 1: K,(x, s) e u’ ds. 
Properties (i) and (ii) are clear from the definition of K,,. To prove (iii) we 
note that since the integral in Eq. (1.5) is absolutely convergent and the 
integrand of the inner integral in (1.6) is nonnegative, the integral in ( 1.6) is 
also absolutely convergent. Thus, the order of integration in (1.6) can be 
interchanged. This proves (iii). 
The crude bound 
1 K,(x. s)l < (2”I’(n)) ’ Q”(s -s)” ‘(2s)“. II = I. 2.... (1.7) 
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follows from the definition of K, when we note that for (t, ,.... f,,) in r,,, , 
s >, i.y - fil for j = 1, 2 ,.... 11. Thus. the series 
converges absolutely. We define K(x, s) as the sum of this series. The bound 
(1.7) also shows that the series converges locally uniformly; this, together 
with (i) and (ii) of Lemma 1.4. establishes (1) and (2) of Theorem I. For (i) 
and (ii) of (3). first consider the series 
T- (-,qT - K,(x. s) u(s) ds. 
,1 I \ 
For M > x, the crude bound (1.7) shows that 
(I.91 
ix / K,(x, s) u(s)1 ds < C, iz sznm ‘e ” ds. 
I1 II 
This estimate shows that the integral 
I 
CT 
K,,(x, s) u(s) ds (1.10) 
.Y 
converges absolutely and uniformly for x in any finite interval as the upper 
limit of the integral *co. This and the fact that K, is continuous shows that 
(1.10) is continuous. Let K,,, denote K, in the case q s Q (q is fixed 
throughout this proof). Clearly, IK,(x, s)l < Ka,,(x, s). If we apply 
Lemma 1.4(iii) to K,,, and then bound the left hand side of Lemma 1.4(iii) 
by estimating the integral (corresponding to q = Q) in Eq. (1.5) as an 
iterated integral, we obtain 
c 
cc 
KQ.n(x, s) em“’ ds < (Q/p2)‘. I 
Thus, the absolute value of the nth term in the series (1.9) is dominated by 
(Q/,u’)” IIuII,, where, for convenience in the remainder of the proof, Ilull, 
denotes sup I u(x) eP”l (x > 0) for any real valued continuous function u on 
[ 0, co). Since Q/p2 < 1, the series (1.9) converges uniformly; and, since the 
izth term of the series is continuous. the sum of the series is continuous. Since 
I! < (-1)” K,(x, s) n-~ I 
G ? f&(x, s> l4s)l for m = 1. 2,... 
n I 
and the latter has a finite integral over 1s. GO) by what we showed above. 
together with the Montone Convergence theorem. we conclude from the 
Dominated Convergence theorem that the series in (I .9) is l.(s) = I’{ K(s. s) 
11(s)&. We have now proved parts (i) and (ii) of (3). 
Note that the estimates above only show that L.(.Y)~ & (l(Q/p’)“) 1/1(/i.. 
vvhich is not good enough for (iii) of (3). We will now prove (iii). Let H,, and 
H, denote K,, and K,. respectively. for the case q E --Q. If we note that 
1 K,,(.Y. s)l < ( 1)” H,(s. S) and apply Lemma 1.4( iii). we obtain the following 
inequalities: 
From ( I .4). using the case 9 = -Q, we have 
e u\ + c (--l)“(A,)” e U’ z ia,) ’ c ‘I’, (1.12) 
n- I 
where the series converges and the identity holds in the norm of L, 10, co) 
(a, corresponds to q = -Q). However, since -A, has a positive kernel. so 
does (-fi,)n. Thus, the series in (1.12) is pointwise increasing. We can now 
conclude that (1.12) holds a.e. Combining (1.1 1) and (1.12). we obtain the 
inequality in (3)(iii) of Theorem I. Using the formula (1.3) for a, we obtain 
We have proved (iii). 
To prove (4) we first note that in (1.4) a, # 0 and that (1.4) holds as an 
identity in the space L, [0, co). However, we know that e, is continuous on 
10, co). We also know that 
(k,)“e ur= 
I, 
’ K,(x,s)e u’ds. (1.13) 
the integral of the right hand side of (I. 13) is continuous (the proof follows 
(1. lo)), and the series on the right hand side of (1.4) converges uniformly 
(because of the inequality following (I. 10)). Thus, we conclude that (1.4) 
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holds as an equality between numbers for each x. To complete the proof ot 
(4) it suffices to show that 
for each s 3 0. For a given s. we know that the sequence 
,,I 
\‘ (-I )” K,,(s, s) e- u’. m = I. 2..... (1.15) 
converges pointwise to K(x, s) em-“‘ by the definition of K. However. the 
inequality following (1.10) shows that the sequence (1.15) has a dominating 
function in 15, Ix, co). Thus, (I. 14) holds for each s by the Lebesgue 
Dominated Convergence theorem. 
2. THE DENSITY THEOREM 
In this section we prove the following density theorem. 
THEOREM II. Let q, Q and e, be as in Lemma 1.1. Gicen that p > Q’,“. f 
is a real valued continuous function on IO, m),f(x) = o(c“.‘) as x + co. and 
t: > 0, there correspond real numbers c,,. c, ,..., c, such that 
,t,here i = (,u’ + Q)‘!‘, 
Note. We have already pointed out in Corollary 1.1 that each e, -, is 
O(e ,.‘). 
Proof We assume throughout that p > Q”‘. For each pair of real 
numbers (a, b), 0 < a < b < 00. we define a corresponding function )V as 
follows: w(t) = 1, 0 < t < a; w(t) = 0, t > b; on a < t < b, w(t) is linear and 
~+,(a) = 1, w(b) = 0. Let K correspond to q as in Theorem I. We define the 
kernels K,,. by: K,,.(x, t) = K(x, t) w(t). In the first part of the proof II’ is 
arbitrary; a particular choice of H’ will be made later. For convenience. we 
will let E, (p > 0) denote the space of real valued continuous functionsf(x) 
on 0 < .I- < co for which 
sup If(.u)I e”-’ (x z 0) 
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is finite and we let ilf‘il,, denote this sup. For any kernel function K(x. s) we 
let i? denote a corresponding operator on a function space. 
Before continuing with the proof of the theorem. we will establish three 
lemmas. 
Ll-AIM‘\ 2. 1. I?,,. is u bourlded linear operator otz E,, 
LEMMA 2.2. As an operator otl E,,. I $ I?,,. has CI bounded inverse. 
To prove Lemma 2. I. take p > Q’ ’ and fE E,. Clearly r?,,J‘ is a 
continuous real valued function and z,,,f‘= R(,c:j”). Let /I = (,$ f Q)‘;‘. Note 
that j, > u. For .Y < h. 
II R,,.fll, = II ~Wll, < C II yii.\ < Cd’ u’h llf’ll, y 
where C corresponds to i and Q as in Theorem I. Since R is clearly linear. 
we have proved Lemma 2. I. 
To prove Lemma 2.2, let -fE E,. Using the usual estimates for Volterra 
type integral operators, we obtain 
I(I?,,.)“f(x)i ,< (l/n!) M”(b --x)” il/il.. 0 <s < b. 
where A4 = sup ) K(x. t)l (0 <s < t < b). In particular. 
l(I?,,.)” f(x)1 < (I/n!)(Mb)” ilf’ll, e““e u.‘, 
Hence, corresponding to the function space E,. the operator norm 
il(R,,.)‘711 6 (l/n!)(Mb)” euh. 
This shows that the Neumann expansion rf &R,,.)’ converges in the 
operator norm; and, hence, it converges to the inverse of I + If. So 
Lemma 2.2 is proved. 
LEMMA 2.3. GiLlen that f is a real valued continuous functiorl on (0, cx) 1. 
f(s) = o(e-U”) as x + co, and E > 0. there corresponds a 11’ (that is. a choice 
of a. b) such that ii( 1 ~ ~3) g/l,, < c. trhere g is the solution off = (I + I?,q ) g. 
ProoJ We first note that (1 ~- 5~) s = 0 for 0 & .Y & u. Choose r > 0 su 
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that IS( < CC”“, x > r. This and the fact that (1 - LV) g =ffor b < .Y show 
that 
I(1 - w)gl <Fe-@‘“. x > max(b. r). 
We must now estimate (1 - ~1) g for a < x < 6. But, 
g(x) = f(x) + < (-ic,,.y f(x). 
n-1 
Using the same argument as above. we obtain 
I(K’,.)n f(x)1 < (l/n!) M”(b - x)” B, a ,<x < b, 
where B = sup If(x)1 (a <x < b) and M is the same as above. Thus, 
If we first choose b > r, then choose a so that r < a and (M + p)(b - a) < 1 
(recall that M depends on b but not a), then combine the above estimates we 
obtain 
I(1 - w)gl < (1 +e)ceCwX, x > 0. 
This completes the proof. 
We now continue with the proof of Theorem II. Supposef; p and F satisfy 
the hypothesis. Let A = (p2 + Q) “2 For any choice of w, there is a g in E, . 
such that 
f=g+i?,.g=(l-w)g+(Z+R)wg. (2.1) 
By Lemma 2.3 we can choose w so that 
IKl - w)gllu < E. (2.2) 
Since wg = o(e-lX) as x+ co, by the Weierstrass theorem, there are real 
numbers b,, b, ,..., b, such that 
II w - h II,L < E, 
where h(x) = C bjep(~l+j)X (j = O,..., n). By Theorem I, 
(I + R)h = \‘ cje,%+-; (j = O,..., n), 
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where ci = bi;y , + , and 
ll(l + R)(wg - h)ll, < EC, (2.3) 
where C depends only on p. The conclusion of the theorem now follows by 
combining (2.1). (2.2) and (2.3). 
Remark 2.4. The Weierstrass theorem and Theorem II above show that 
for ,u > Q’ ’ and 1 = (p’ t Q)“‘, the sets S, = {Ed”“““: j = 0. 1. 2,...} and 
S2 = (e.,, j: j = 0, l.... } both have a dense linear span in A’,. the real valued 
continuous functions which are o(e ,-‘). However, these sets may be quite 
independent. For example, we can show the following: Suppose that in 
addition to the assumptions of Theorem II, q also satisfies Q = 1, q(x) = 0 
on 4 < s < : and q(s) = 1 for s > 2. Then only the zero function is common 
to the linear span of both S, and ST. In fact, one can show that 
I \ 
“ aie u,.r - \‘ 
,i k-l 
bk e,i(x)3 (2.4) 
where p <p, <p, < . . . and A < 1, < A: < ..., is possible only if all coef- 
ficients aj and b, are zero. If we differentiate (2.4) 2m times near x = 1 
(where q = 0), we obtain 
for x ner 1 and for m = 1, 2,... . Since we may assume all coefficients aj and 
6, are #O and since e,k( 1) # 0 (see Lemma 1. l), we can conclude, in 
particular. that p, = A,, ,uZ = A2 ,... . On the other hand, eA,(x) is a positive 
multiple of exp(-( 1 + Ai)“‘x) on 2 < x < co. Therefore, by considering 
growth rates as x+ +co for both sides of (2.4), we conclude that p, = 
(1 + A:)“‘: this and P, = A, is impossible. 
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